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Thoroughly Equipped for Every Good Work
Approach 4.1 Lifestyle Issues
Explain your scriptural or experiential bases for or against each detail of your position? Be
specific.
1. Explain the significance of the two quotes of Ignatius at the start of the chapter. (63)
2. What is the importance of addressing “Lifestyle Issues” from a Biblical perspective? (63)
3. Name and explain the 3 most common terms used to describe lifestyle issues and what are
they in reference to? (63)
4. What is your strategy for maneuvering through “Lifestyle Issues? How have your methods
worked? How have they brought you into conflict?
5. What motivates our need to address lifestyle issues? (63)
6. Identify and briefly explain the two aspects of approaching lifestyle issues. (63) How in the
past have you balanced this twofold approach? Where have you found success? Where
have you struggled?
7. What does the phrase “prepare verses repair” mean to you? What is the application for
that phrase considering your approach to “Lifestyle Issues”?
8. Discuss the merits and weakness of each of the “Christ and Culture” categories. Select
which category you are most comfortable with aligning yourself with? Explain your
reasoning. (64)
9.

Why does Poston say it is important to choose deliberately which category a person fits
in? Do you agree or disagree with his suggestion? Justify your position. (64)

10. What is a major reason we should carefully consider our stance on Christ and Culture
issues? (64)
11. Briefly describe Poston’s suggested approach to ethical decision-making. Do you agree?
Explain your reasoning. (65)
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12. What is the danger of impulsive decision-making? (65)
13. What should all of our decision-making be based on? (65)
14. Explain the two requirements Poston offers that are necessary for gaining reliable Biblical
insight for any Lifestyle Issue. (65)
15. In order to successfully train our senses and mental faculties, what two things must we
do? (65)
16. Why is it important to search out conflicting information on any single subject concerning
lifestyle issues?
17. Read Poston’s list of lifestyle issues. Discuss your thoughts concerning your opinion of the
proper Biblical approach that should be taken considering each of the categories listed
from both an individual perspective and from being a part of the collective church. (65)
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Thoroughly Equipped for Every Good Work
Approach 4.2 Abortion
Explain your scriptural or experiential bases for or against each detail of your position? Be
specific.
1. What is your current stance on abortion? Is it wrong or right under all conditions? Are there
situations where abortion can be determined as an acceptable option? Be detailed in your
answer.
2. How did abortion become legal in the United States? (66)
3. What has been the Christian response to this decision? (66) Do you agree with this
response?
4. What does the Bible say about abortion? (66)
5. How does the church draw its conclusion that abortion is wrong? (66) Do you agree with
this connection?
6. Analyze and explain the relevance of the following passages.
a. Ecclesiastes 11:5
b. Psalms 139:13-16
c. Jeremiah 1:5
7. Consider and answer the Questions for Discussion
8. Using a computer with access to the web, go to www.endroe.org and consider the
testimonials.
9. Considering this issue, have you any new thoughts, challenges to your previous stance, or
changes to your previous stance? Please be detailed in your response.
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Thoroughly Equipped for Every Good Work
Approach 4.3 Art, Entertainment, and Media
Explain your scriptural or experiential bases for or against each detail of your position? Be
specific.
1. What is your current stance on the issue of art and entertainment? Where do you draw the
line between the artistic demonstrations and sinful exploitations? Be detailed in your
answers.
2. Describe the historical struggle within the Christian church in response to this issue and its
assumed effects on society. (67, 76)
3. Do the above positions seem extreme? Formulate an explanation that would attempt to
rationalize such responses.
4. Consider the following passages: Psalms 141:8; Matthew 6:22; and Luke 11:4. What is
meant by the “eye” being the “lamp of the body” or the “lamp of the soul”? Does what you
allow into your senses effect the purity of your soul?
5. What is your “filter” standard? In other words, how do you determine where the line is
drawn between being entertained by artistic demonstration vs being entertained by sinful
exploitation? Should you draw a line at all? Justify your positions.
6. Analyze and explain the Relevant Passages for Study (67, 76)
7. Consider and answer the Questions for Discussion 67,76)
8. Considering this issue, have you any new thoughts, challenges to your previous stance, or
changes to your previous stance? Please be detailed in your response.
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Thoroughly Equipped for Every Good Work
Approach 4.4 Capital Punishment
Explain your scriptural or experiential bases for or against each detail of your position? Be
specific.
1. What is your current stance on the issue of Capital Punishment? Where do you draw the
line between justice and murder? Answer the question from both the perspectives of the
parent, spouse, or sibling of the victim and of the perpetrator. Be detailed in your answers.
2. Describe the conflict within the Christian church in response to this issue. (67)
3. Do the above positions seem extreme? Formulate an explanation that would attempt to
rationalize such responses.
4. Analyze and explain the Relevant Passages for Study (68)
5. Consider and answer the Questions for Discussion
6. For what crimes, if they happened to your loved ones, would you seek the death penalty?
Would you seek mercy if your son was guilty of these crimes? How can the two desires
coexist? What should be the church’s response to the conflicting views?
7. How should we, as both individual members or the church and as the collective church,
approach the conflict of grace being extended to a guilty person vs grace extended to the
person(s) wounded by the guilty person?
8. Considering this issue, have you any new thoughts, challenges to your previous stance, or
changes to your previous stance? Please be detailed in your response.
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Thoroughly Equipped for Every Good Work
Approach 4.5 Divorce and Remarriage
Explain your scriptural or experiential bases for or against each detail of your position? Be
specific.
1. What is your current stance on the issues of divorce and remarriage? Where do you draw
the line between decisions made pre and post salvation? Answer the question from both
the perspectives of the church, family member, children, former spouse, and (for
remarriage) new spouse and stepchildren. Be detailed in your answers.
2. Describe the conflict within the Christian church in addressing the application of Biblical
standards. (68)
3. Should we, as the church, mind our own business when it comes to the personal lives of
those who do not identify themselves as Christians?
4. Should we, as the church, mind our own business when it comes to the personal lives of
those who do identify themselves as Christians?
5. Analyze and explain the Relevant Passages for Study. (69)
6. Consider and answer the Questions for Discussion. (69)
7. How would you approach handing a person you were considering for pastoral staff who
had been divorced?
8. How would you handle a situation with ex-spouses within your congregation? Would you
encourage one to leave? What about if they began new relationships? What complications
can you think of and what would your response be?
9. Address each point of the Excursus. State your opinions of each. (69)
10.Considering these issues, have you any new thoughts, challenges to your previous stance,
or changes to your previous stance? Please be detailed in your response.
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Thoroughly Equipped for Every Good Work
Approach 4.6 Ecological Issues
Explain your scriptural or experiential bases for or against each detail of your position? Be
specific.
1. In your opinion, should the Christian have a responsibility to protect the environment? Why
or why not?
2. What is your current stance concerning the conflict between protecting the environment
while making full use of it? Where do you draw the line between decisions to consume
natural resources and decisions to preserve them? Answer the question from both the
perspectives of those who make their living in the residential, commercial, and “sporting”
use of the environment, those who accept the responsibility to protect, to preserve, and
those who feel compelled to prohibit the use of the resources for the sake of the ecological
system. Be detailed in your answers. Defend each question from the perspective of the role
being asked.
3. Analyze and explain the Relevant Passages for Study. (70)
4. Consider and answer the Questions for Discussion. (70)
5. Should we, as the church, support those who claim to need to consume natural resources?
6. Should we, as the church, support those who claim to need to protect, preserve, or prohibit
the use of natural resources?
7. How can we support both while maintaining unity?
8. Considering these issues, have you any new thoughts, challenges to your previous stance,
or changes to your previous stance? Please be detailed in your response.
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Thoroughly Equipped for Every Good Work
Approach 4.7 Economics and Finance
Explain your scriptural or experiential bases for or against each detail of your position? Be
specific.
1. Why is mastery of money an important aspect of Christian discipleship? Justify your answer
with Scripture. (70)
2. Aside from Poston’s reasoning, create at least 5 reasons why mastery of money is vital for
the disciple.
3. Poston lists three issues concerning finances. List them and state your initial opinion
concerning them. (70)
4. According to your opinion, what is the difference between a need and a desire? Is it wrong
to use finances to fulfill desires? What is your standard for right and wrong considering the
use of money?
5. Should a disciple bear financial responsibility for the well being of their family members
who cannot care for themselves? What should that responsibility be, if any?
6. Should a disciple bear financial responsibility for the well being of the church? What should
that responsibility be, if any?
7. Should a disciple bear financial responsibility for the well being of the community? What
should that responsibility be, if any?
8. Should a disciple bear financial responsibility for the well being of the government? What
should that responsibility be, if any?
9. What should the disciple’s response be for the request of financial help from people
considered as either lazy or insubordinate (won’t get or can’t keep a job) or as irresponsible
(blow through their money)? What is your assessment of the classifications? What if you’re
mistaken? What about the dependents of that person?
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10.Should we let someone go without vital needs due to do their poor decision making or our
perception of it? Where is the balance between allowing a person to face their
consequences and providing alms for the poor and meeting the needs of those around us?
11.Should we, as the individuals of (and the collective) church, support those who claim to
need to financial assistance? If so, should there be a standard by which we assess each
request, or should we just blindly give as requested? If we should use a standard, please
offer what you would consider to be a balanced plan. If not, please explain your plan for
meeting those needs without expending your own resources.
12.What is your view of the value of a tool? How do you protect them? What is your response
to the loss, breaking, or insufficient ability for the task of that tool. Address all three
situations.
13.Analyze and explain the Relevant Passages for Study. (71)
14.Consider and answer the Questions for Discussion. (71)
15.Considering these issues, have you any new thoughts, challenges to your previous stance,
or changes to your previous stance? Please be detailed in your response.
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Thoroughly Equipped for Every Good Work
Approach 4.8 Education
Explain your scriptural or experiential bases for or against each detail of your position? Be
specific.
1. In your opinion, what is the value of an education?
2. In your opinion, what is the purpose of an education?
3. Identify and briefly describe the two approaches to the art and science of learning. In your
opinion, how do we approach the balance of the two? Must one be ignored to master the
other, or is it possible to achieve both without diluting the other? Explain your reasoning.
(71)
4. Briefly explain your education history. How do you fit into the two listed approaches? Are
you more singular or are you a blend of the two?
5. Should a disciple seek a higher education? Why or why not?
6. What is the difference between knowledge and wisdom? Can one exist without the other?
Explain your positions both experientially and scripturally.
7. In your opinion, should a disciple seek formal theological education? Do a little research.
What options are available? What are the pro’s and con’s of each option?
8. In your opinion, should a disciple seek formal occupational education? Do a little research.
What options are available? What are the pro’s and con’s of each option?
9. Analyze and explain the Relevant Passages for Study. (71)
10.Consider and answer the Questions for Discussion. (72)
11.Considering these issues, have you any new thoughts, challenges to your previous stance,
or changes to your previous stance? Please be detailed in your response.
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Thoroughly Equipped for Every Good Work
Approach 4.9 History
Explain your scriptural or experiential bases for or against each detail of your position? Be
specific.
1. Do you feel that understanding one’s own history is important in order to navigate through
current complex events within one’s own culture/political climate? Why or why not?
2. Do you feel that understanding Biblical history is an important foundation for Christian
discipleship? Justify your reasoning.
3. Do you feel that understanding the Old Testament is vital for navigating through the New
Covenant? Justify your reasoning.
4. When New Testament teachers and writers (including Jesus Himself) refer to Scripture,
what are they referring to specifically?
5. List three difficulties or challenges you face when considering Old Testament study.
6. Do you feel that world history, outside of Scripture, bears any effect of Biblical
interpretation? To what extent?
7. Analyze and explain the Relevant Passages for Study. If you have already taken “Old
Testament Survey” refer to the knowledge you gained during that course. (73)
8. Consider and answer the Questions for Discussion. (73)
9. Considering these issues, have you any new thoughts, challenges to your previous stance,
or changes to your previous stance? Please be detailed in your response.
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Thoroughly Equipped for Every Good Work
Approach 4.10 Gender
Explain your scriptural or experiential bases for or against each detail of your position? Be
specific.
1. What is the difference between gender assignment and gender identification?
2. When is gender assigned?
3. When is gender identified with?
4. Do you feel it is appropriate to differentiate teaching strategies between boys and girls,
men and women, etc in order to maximize the efficiency of the educational opportunity?
When is it appropriate, if at all? When is it inappropriate, if ever?
5. Should the church recognize the choice of a person to change genders?
6. Can you think of a scenario where a person should have the right to change genders?
7. What are your thoughts about people who are born asexually?
a. Do they have to stick with the gender chosen for them at infancy?
b. What if the hormone therapy is not working because they chose the wrong gender
assignment?
c. Should we show support towards these people? If so, how? If not, why?
8. Should our response to gender transformation requests be different for people who are
categorized as having an assignment issue verses that of and identification issue?
9. How should we, as individuals and the collective church, respond to new converts who
reveal a previous change of gender? Do we demand them to change or do we accept them
as they are? How do we approach either?
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10.How should we, as individuals and the collective church, respond to unbelievers who reveal
a previous change of gender? Do we demand them to change or do we accept them as they
are? How do we approach either?
11.Should we support or deny the ordination of those who have gone through gender
transformations?
12.What are your thoughts on gender equality? Should women have the same access to career
and political opportunities and subsequent pay as men? Why or why not?
13.Should women have the same access to ministry positions within the church? Why or why
not?
14.What is your assessment process in determining if an institution adheres to equal
opportunity?
15.Analyze and explain the Relevant Passages for Study. (72)
16.Consider and answer the Questions for Discussion. (72)
17.Considering these issues, have you any new thoughts, challenges to your previous stance,
or changes to your previous stance? Please be detailed in your response.
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Thoroughly Equipped for Every Good Work
Approach 4.11 Homosexuality
1. State your opinion for the following questions and state your justifications in Scripture,
education, and through experience.
a. What is the difference between gender preference and gender orientation?
b. When is gender preference determined by the individual?
c. When is gender preference recognizable by others?
d. Do you feel that people have a choice in their selection of preference or do you feel
that people are born slated to a persuasion?
e. Does a person, in your opinion, have the ultimate choice in their gender preference?
f. Can you think of a scenario where a person should have the right to change gender
preference?
g. What are your thoughts about people who are born asexually?
i. Do they have to stick with the gender preference assumed by them initially?
ii. If the hormone therapy is not working because they chose the wrong gender
assignment, can they switch preference?
iii. Should we show support towards these people? If so, how? If not, why?
h. How should we, as individuals and the collective church, respond to new converts
who are involved in a homosexual relationship? Do we demand them to change or
do we accept them as they are? How do we approach either?
i. How should we, as individuals and the collective church, respond to unbelievers who
reveal a previous change of gender? Do we demand them to change or do we accept
them as they are? How do we approach either?
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j. Should we support or deny the ordination of those who involved in homosexual
relationships?
k. What are your thoughts on equality concerning gender preference? Should
homosexuals have the same access to career and political opportunities and
subsequent pay as heterosexuals? Why or why not?
l. Should homosexuals have the same access to ministry positions within the church as
heterosexuals? Why or why not?
m. Is there any difference, in your opinion, between struggling with homosexual
tendencies and partaking of them? Should that difference have a weight in deciding
the qualification for ministry participation if you feel they otherwise are to be
excluded?
n. What is your assessment process in determining if an institution adheres to equal
opportunity?
o. Should a person who identifies as either struggling or participating considering
homosexuality be treated any different that a person who identifies as heterosexual
but is involved, or has been involved, in any form of fornication (sex outside of
marriage), adultery, etc? What should that treatment be? Justify your position.
2. Analyze and explain the Relevant Passages for Study. (74)
3. Consider and answer the Questions for Discussion. (74)
4. Considering these issues, have you any new thoughts, challenges to your previous stance,
or changes to your previous stance? Please be detailed in your response.
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Thoroughly Equipped for Every Good Work
Approach 4.11 Part 2 Sexuality
1. Read the entire chapter of 1st Corinthians 5. State your opinion for the following questions
and state your justifications using the selected Scripture, education, and through
experience.
a. Define (in your own words) the term fornication.
b. Define (in your own words) the term adultery.
c. Define (in your own words) the phrase sexual immorality.
d. What role, if any, should the church play in dating relationships within the
congregation?
e. Do you feel that sex outside of marriage is ever ok according to God?
f. Do you feel that sex outside of marriage is something God knows happens and is ok
with as long as it is followed by repentance?
g. Do you feel that sex within the boundaries of a committed relationship (other than a
recognized marriage) is acceptable?
h. Do you feel that sex within the confines of a Biblically appropriate marriage is
without the capability of sin? Consider in your answer activities that many selfdescribing Christians participate in such as the sharing of spouses (swinging), filming
or taking pictures of sex, the use of porn during sex, etc. I recognize this is awkward,
but this is a real issue within the church. Please be specific but not graphic in your
response.
i. What are your thoughts about new converts who are involved in sexually immoral
relationships? How do we demonstrate the love and grace of God through Jesus
Christ? Should we deny or encourage fellowship and ministry event attendance?
j. How should we, as individuals and the collective church, respond to new converts
who are involved in an immoral relationship? Do we demand them to change or do
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we accept them as they are? How do we approach either? What about children
involved?
k. How should we, as individuals and the collective church, respond to unbelievers who
reveal their involvement in a polygamous relationship? Do we demand them to
change or do we accept them as they are? How do we approach either? What if they
are married? What about children involved?
l. Should we support or deny the ordination of those who involved in Biblically immoral
relationships?
m. What are your thoughts on equality concerning a sexually immoral person? Should
fornicators have the same access to career and political opportunities and
subsequent pay as those who are sexually pure? Why or why not?
n. Should sexually immoral people have the same access to ministry positions within
the church as those who are sexually pure? Why or why not?
o. Is there any difference, in your opinion, between struggling with immoral tendencies
and partaking of them? Should that difference have a weight in deciding the
qualification for ministry participation if you feel they otherwise are to be excluded?
p. What is your assessment process in determining if an institution adheres to equal
opportunity?
2. Analyze and explain the Relevant Passages for Study. (80)
3. Consider and answer the Questions for Discussion. (80)
4. Considering these issues, have you any new thoughts, challenges to your previous stance,
or changes to your previous stance? Please be detailed in your response.
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Thoroughly Equipped for Every Good Work
Approach 4.12 Marriage and Family
1. State your opinion for the following questions and state your justifications in Scripture,
education, and through experience.
a. What is the picture of a family that pleases God?
b. What is the Biblical structure of the family?
c. What is the Biblically appropriate picture of a marriage ceremony that God accepts?
Be specific.
d. Is there a danger in defining a Scriptural covenant, precedent, rite, etc through
cultural interpretation? What would the danger(s) be? (74)
2. Analyze and explain the Relevant Passages for Study. (74-75)
3. Consider and answer the Questions for Discussion. (75)
4. Consider the Excursus (75-76). After reading it thoroughly, write a one page (typed)
synopsis on how your preconceptions of marriage and family have been influenced by your
culture and how this information is challenging (if at all) what you have come to know.
Consider past judgments or supports towards others based on your views. What are your
thoughts now? Apply this to your future. What challenges and changes do you predict?
5. Considering these issues, have you any new thoughts, challenges to your previous stance,
or changes to your previous stance? Please be detailed in your response.
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Thoroughly Equipped for Every Good Work
Approach 4.13 Physical Fitness and Diet
1. Read 1st Thessalonians 5:16-24. State your opinion for the following questions and state
your justifications using the selected Scripture, education, and through experience.
a. Is “mental” a qualified substitution for “spiritual?”
b. According to 1 Thessalonians 5:23, what two parts of the human trinity are what we
refer to as the “mental” makeup of a person?
c. Is physical health connected in any way to mental health?
d. Is a well-balanced diet connected to physical health?
e. Is a well-balanced diet connected to mental health?
f. Should a disciple of Christ be concerned with his or her physical health?
g. Can the focus on exercise and diet become sinful?
h. Is the refusal to focus on diet and exercise sinful?
i. Is physical health a requirement to live a disciplined life?
2. Analyze and explain the Relevant Passages for Study. (77)
3. Consider and answer the Questions for Discussion. (77)
4. Considering these issues, have you any new thoughts, challenges to your previous stance,
or changes to your previous stance? Please be detailed in your response.
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Thoroughly Equipped for Every Good Work
Approach 4.14 Political
Explain your scriptural or experiential bases for or against each detail of your position? Be
specific.
For this section, refresh your work concerning the church’s involvement referring to the
coursework in “The History of the Church.”
1. In your opinion, where do most organizations derive their leadership structures?
2. In your opinion, what is the Biblical leadership structure of the church? Be specific.
3. Analyze and explain the Relevant Passages for Study. (77)
4. Consider and answer the Questions for Discussion. (78)
5. Considering these issues, have you any new thoughts, challenges to your previous stance,
or changes to your previous stance? Please be detailed in your response.
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Thoroughly Equipped for Every Good Work
Approach 4.15 Psychology and Science
Explain your scriptural or experiential bases for or against each detail of your position? Be
specific.
For this section, refresh your work concerning the church’s involvement referring to the
coursework in “The History of the Church.” Couse text available online at
www.patrickhazard.com/Study_Resources.html
1. In your opinion, what is your impression of psychology? Do you feel it has a place in the
church? Please be specific.
2. What does the word “psychology” mean?
3. In your opinion, how do the varying fields of science co-exists with Scripture? Do they war
against each other? Does believing in one infer refusing another?
4. Define the word “science.”
5. Define the word “pseudoscience.”
6. Are the varying “sciences”, as they are properly defined, always scientific?
7. What is the appropriate classification for a supposed “science” that refuses to consider any
offered form of evidence suggested that is contradictory to the conjectures they are
attempting to prove?
8. Analyze and explain the Relevant Passages for Study. (78)
9. Consider and answer the Questions for Discussion. (78)
10.Considering these issues, have you any new thoughts, challenges to your previous stance,
or changes to your previous stance? Please be detailed in your response.
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Thoroughly Equipped for Every Good Work
Approach 4.16 Race and Ethnicity
Explain your scriptural or experiential bases for or against each detail of your position? Be
specific.
1. How many races are there?
2. Differentiate between the terms “race” and “ethnicity.”
3. Are people of color a consequence of the curse?
4. Define and differentiate between the terms “stereotype,” “prejudice,” and “racism.”
5. Can you think of a use of stereotyping that is beneficial?
6. Can you think of a use of racism that is beneficial?
7. Can you think of a use of prejudice that is beneficial?
8. What are your thoughts on ethnic equality? Should people of varying ethnicities have the
same access to ministry, career ,and political opportunities as well as subsequent pay? Why
or why not?
9. In your honest opinion, are there members of ethnic groups whose ethnicity slants the m
towards strengths and weaknesses of academic or technical ability?
10.How does a member of an offending or oppressing ethnic group demonstrate true equality
with members of the victim ethnicities? Is that something we should concern ourselves
with as a church? How do we bring healing?
11.Analyze and explain the Relevant Passages for Study. (78)
12.Consider and answer the Questions for Discussion. (78)
13.Considering these issues, have you any new thoughts, challenges to your previous stance,
or changes to your previous stance? Please be detailed in your response.
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Thoroughly Equipped for Every Good Work
Approach 4.17 Substance Abuse
Explain your scriptural or experiential bases for or against each detail of your position? Be
specific.
1. Is the consuming of alcohol a sin? Why or why not?
2. Is the use of any form of illegal drug a sin? Why or why not?
3. Can the use of prescription drugs be sinful? Why or why not?
4. If a narcotic is deemed legal, is it a sin to use it? Explain your reasoning?
5. What qualifies a substance as a drug? Does determining its legality alter its function or
consequences of use?
6. What is the process of categorizing a substance as illegal, prescription, or over-thecounter?
7. Can you think of a use of a mind-altering drug that is beneficial?
8. Can you think of a use of any addictive or toxic substance that is beneficial?
9. How should the justice system respond to people who are selling, using, or making/growing
addictive substances? Should the responses be the same for everyone? Should there be
different reactions to varying situations? Explain your position?
10. Is substance abuse connected to a certain demographic? Are certain people more likely to
abuse addictive substances given their ethnic, economic, social, age, educational, or
religious backgrounds?
11. Is it true that once a person is an addict, that person will always be an addict?
12.Can a person be rescued out of an addiction against their will?
13. Is it possible for a person bound in addiction to be in a healthy relationship with God?
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14. Is this issue something we should concern ourselves with as a church? How do we bring
healing and freedom to people bound with addictions?
15.What should the church’s response be to its members and ministry personnel who either
confess or are discovered as addicts or users of illegal substances? Should there be a
difference reaction to those who confess as opposed to those who are caught?
16.Analyze and explain the Relevant Passages for Study. (80)
17.Consider and answer the Questions for Discussion. (80)
18.Considering these issues, have you any new thoughts, challenges to your previous stance,
or changes to your previous stance? Please be detailed in your response.
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Thoroughly Equipped for Every Good Work
Approach 4.18 Issues of War
Explain your scriptural or experiential bases for or against each detail of your position? Be
specific.
1. Is war sinful? When is killing justified? What is the difference between murder and killing?
2. Is the use of any form of illegal drug a sin? Why or why not?
3. Can the use of prescription drugs be sinful? Why or why not?
4. If a narcotic is deemed legal, is it a sin to use it? Explain your reasoning?
5. What qualifies a substance as a drug? Does determining its legality alter its function or
consequences of use?
6. What is the process of categorizing a substance as illegal, prescription, or over-thecounter?
7. Can you think of a use of a mind-altering drug that is beneficial?
8. Can you think of a use of any addictive or toxic substance that is beneficial?
9. How should the justice system respond to people who are selling, using, or making/growing
addictive substances? Should the responses be the same for everyone? Should there be
different reactions to varying situations? Explain your position?
10. Is substance abuse connected to a certain demographic? Are certain people more likely to
abuse addictive substances given their ethnic, economic, social, age, educational, or
religious backgrounds?
11. Is it true that once a person is an addict, that person will always be an addict?
12.Can a person be rescued out of an addiction against their will?
13. Is it possible for a person bound in addiction to be in a healthy relationship with God?
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14. Is this issue something we should concern ourselves with as a church? How do we bring
healing and freedom to people bound with addictions?
15.What should the church’s response be to its members and ministry personnel who either
confess or are discovered as addicts or users of illegal substances? Should there be a
difference reaction to those who confess as opposed to those who are caught?
16.Analyze and explain the Relevant Passages for Study. (80)
17.Consider and answer the Questions for Discussion. (80)
18.Considering these issues, have you any new thoughts, challenges to your previous stance,
or changes to your previous stance? Please be detailed in your response.
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Thoroughly Equipped for Every Good Work
Approach 4.19 Issues Concerning Work
Explain your scriptural or experiential bases for or against each detail of your position? Be
specific.
1. What are your philosophies concerning work, employment, and career?
2. What do you consider to be a proper strong work ethic?
3. Do you feel that work is an important aspect of being a disciple of Christ?
4. Is your worksite or jobsite location a mission field? If yes, how? If not, why?
5. What is your philosophy concerning ministry on the jobsite? Is it ever appropriate to share
your faith “on the clock”?
a. If not, then how can a disciple fulfill the Great Commission while at work or is worklife and exclusion from that calling?
b. If so, then what is the balance between earning your pay vs fulfilling your missional
responsibility?
6. Describe your life of worship while fulfilling your vocational or professional duties.
7. Is it appropriate to categorize someone being fired for “ministering at work” as being
persecuted for Jesus’ sake?
8. Is it possible to ruin your witness by “witnessing at work”?
9. Analyze and explain the Relevant Passages for Study. (82)
10.Consider and answer the Questions for Discussion. (82)
11.Considering these issues, have you any new thoughts, challenges to your previous stance,
or changes to your previous stance? Please be detailed in your response.
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